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1. Introductory remarks and preliminaries
A real square matrix A is said to be monotone if Ax  0 implies x  0 (where x  0 means
all coordinates of x are nonnegative). The concept of monotonicity was first proposed by Collatz [7],
in connection with finite difference methods for solving elliptic partial differential equations. Collatz
showed that a real squarematrixA ismonotone if andonly if it is invertible and A−1  0 (i.e., eachentry
of A−1 is nonnegative). This property of monotone matrices also corresponds to the nonnegativity
of the Green’s function in the continuous problem. Motivated by Collatz’s result, Mangasarian [11]
extended the concept of monotone matrices to the rectangular case, and proved that a rectangular
matrix is monotone if and only if it has a nonnegative left inverse. Berman and Plemmons extended
the notion of monotonicity along several directions using generalized inverses. (See for instance [3,4]
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and thebook [2].) This articlewill be concernedwith twoother generalizations ofmonotonicitynamely
row monotonicity and range monotonicity.
Row monotonicity was introduced by Berman and Plemmons in [3]. A ∈ Rm×n is said to be row
monotone if Ax  0 and x ∈ R(AT ) imply x  0. A ∈ Rn×n is said to be range monotone [5] if Ax  0
and x ∈ R(A) imply x  0.
In the available literature, several results deal with relationships between the notion of inverse
positivity and splittings of the matrix under consideration. (A decomposition of the form A = U − V
of a real square matrix is called a splitting if U is invertible.) In what follows, we mention only the
foremost and the most relevant to the present work. Schröder and Varga ([17,18] and the references
cited therein) proposed the notion of a regular splitting: A = U − V is called a regular splitting if
U is invertible, U−1  0 and V  0. They demonstrated that for any regular splitting A = U − V ,
A is inverse positive if and only if U−1V has spectral radius strictly less than one. It is well known
that this latter condition ensures convergence of iterative schemes defined in terms of U and V . For
more details on these we refer to [18]. More pertinent to the results of this article is the notion of a
B-splitting, introduced and studied by Peris [14], which we recall next. A decomposition A = U − V of
A is called a positive splitting if U  0 and V  0. Peris came up with the following characterization:
An invertible matrix A has a nonnegative inverse if and only if for any positive splitting A = U − V ,
there exist a vector x > 0 (meaning that all the components are positive) and a scalar μ ∈ [0, 1)
such that Vx = μUx. He also gave a characterization of inverse-positivity in terms of a subclass of
positive splittings, namely B-splittings. In what follows, we say that a positive splitting A = U − V is a
B-splitting of A if U is invertible, Ux  0 ⇒ Vx  0 for all x ∈ Rn, and Ux  0, Ax  0 ⇒ x  0
for all x ∈ Rn. Peris demonstrated that A is inverse-positive if and only if A has a B-splitting A = U−V
such that VU−1 has the spectral radius strictly less than one.
For a better perspective of the present work, we would like to point out the work reported in [8],
where a sufficient condition for the positive invertibility ofmatrices “close” to triangular ones is given.
The author there also has suggested a lower bound. For recent works on inverse positivity and their
connections to splittings of operators both in the finite and in the infinite dimensional situations, see
e.g., [10,19,20], where the latter two works study extensions of some of the important results of Peris
to certain ordered Banach spaces. Nevertheless, we have made the article self-contained.
Before stating the objectives of the present article, we recall some definitions and notation to be
used in the sequel.
TheMoore–Penrose inverse of amatrixA ∈ Rm×n, denotedbyA†, is theunique solutionof the equa-
tions: AGA = A, GAG = G, (AG)T = AG and (GA)T = GA. If G satisfies AGA = A and (AG)T = AG, then
G is called a {1, 3}-inverse of A and G is said to be a {1, 4}-inverse of A if there is a G such that AGA = A
and (GA)T = GA. The group inverse of a matrix A ∈ Rn×n (if it exists), denoted by A#, is the unique
solution of the equations: AGA = A, GAG = G and AG = GA. It exists if and only if R(A) ∩ N(A) = {0},
where R(A) and N(A) denote the range and null space of A, respectively. This condition is also equiv-
alent to N(A) = N(A2). If A is nonsingular, then of course, we have A−1 = A† = A#. Let K, L be
complementary subspaces ofRn, i.e., K⊕L = Rn. Then PK,L denotes the projection ofRn onto K along
L. So we have P2K,L = PK,L, R(PK,L) = K and N(PK,L) = L. If in addition K ⊥ L, PK,L will be replaced by
PK . In such a case, we also have P
T
K = PK . Some of the well known properties of A† and A# which will
be frequently used in this paper are: R(AT ) = R(A†); N(AT ) = N(A†); R(A) = R(A#); N(A) = N(A#);
AA† = PR(A); A†A = PR(AT ); AA# = PR(A),N(A) = A#A. In particular, if x ∈ R(AT ) then x = A†Ax, and if
x ∈ R(A) then x = A#Ax = AA#x. We refer to [1] for more details on generalized inverses.
We recall the following necessary condition forA† to be nonnegative thatwas proved in the authors’
earlier work.
Theorem 1.1 [12, Theorem 5.1]. Let A ∈ Rm×n with 0 = A†  0. If A = U − V is a decomposition with
U  0, V  0 and R(U) ⊆ R(A), then there exist 0 = x ∈ Rn+ ∩R(AT ), μ ∈ [0, 1) such that Vx = μUx.
The converse of Theorem 1.1 has been proved in [10]. Consequently, we pose a stronger converse
as follows:
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Question 1: Suppose that, whenever A = U − V is a decomposition with U  0 and R(U) ⊆ R(A),
there exist 0 = x ∈ Rn+ ∩ R(AT ), μ ∈ [0, 1) such that Vx = μUx. Does it follow that A†  0?
There was another fundamental issue which merited investigation:
Question 2: Let A ∈ Rm×n with A†  0. Does there exist a decomposition of A = U − V with
U  0 and R(U) ⊆ R(A)?
Let us recall that a decomposition A = U − V is called a proper splitting [6], if R(U) = R(A) and
N(U) = N(A). A method of construction for such splittings is shown in Theorem 3.3, [12]. We also
propose another related notion.
Definition 1.2. A decomposition A = U − V is called a positive pseudo sub-proper splitting if U  0,
V  0 and R(U) ⊆ R(A). A decomposition A = U − V is called a semi-positive pseudo sub-proper
splitting if U  0 and R(U) ⊆ R(A).
We mention in the passing that the term “sub-proper” is more general than the one proposed by
Neumann [13].
The first main result of this paper presents new characterizations of row monotonicity (Theorem
2.7). We then obtain generalizations of Theorem 1.1 and provide answers to the other two questions.
Theorem 2.8 demonstrates that an almost analogous extension of Theorem 1.1 for row monotone
matrices holds. In view of Definition 1.2, the first question can be now restated as:
Problem 1: Suppose that A = U −V is a semi-positive pseudo sub-proper splitting such that there
exist 0 = x ∈ Rn+ ∩ R(AT ), μ ∈ [0, 1) with Vx = μUx. Does it follow that A†  0?
At the moment, we do not know the answer for the problem above. However, for nonnegative A
we show that the answer is in the affirmative, provided we modify the conclusion, making a lesser
requirement that A is row monotone (Theorem 2.9). Consequently, we study the following, a revised
version of the second question:
Problem 2: Let A be row monotone. Does there exist a semi-positive pseudo sub-proper splitting
A = U − V with U = 0?
In Section 2, we show that Problem 2 does not have an affirmative answer. In the presence of
additional assumptions we then show that this has also a positive answer in which U satisfies a
certain monotonicity condition. This is done in Theorem 2.12. In Section 3, we present results for
range monotone matrices that are analogous to the corresponding results of Section 2. In Section 4,
we discuss existence of certain decompositions for the generalized inverse matrices, rather than the
matrices themselves.
Reference also will be made to four other types of monotonicity defined as follows. Let A ∈ Rm×n.
Then A is said to be {1, 3}-monotone if A has a nonnegative {1, 3}-inverse. Similarly, if A has a non-
negative {1, 4}-inverse, then A is said to be {1, 4}-monotone. A is said to be semimonotone if A†  0.
Finally, ifm = n, then A is called group monotone if A# exists and A#  0.
We conclude this section with the following results which will be useful in the proofs. The first
result is fundamental in studying linear equations.
Lemma 1.3. Let A ∈ Rm×n and b ∈ Rm. The system Ax = b has a solution if and only if AA†b = b. In
that case, the general solution is given by x = A†b + z for some z ∈ N(A).
The next result is well known as Farkas Lemma.
Lemma 1.4. Let A ∈ Rm×n and b ∈ Rm. Then, exactly one of the following two statements is true:
(a) Ax = b and x  0 has a solution for x ∈ Rn.
(b) ATy  0 and bTy < 0 has a solution for y ∈ Rm.
We also recall the well known Perron–Frobenius theorems:
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Theorem 1.5. If A  0, then
(i) A has a nonnegative real eigenvalue equal to its spectral radius.
(ii) There exists a nonnegative eigenvector for its spectral radius.
In the next result, the symbol ρ(.) denotes the spectral radius.
Theorem 1.6. Let A  0 be an irreducible matrix, then
(i) A has a positive real eigenvalue equal to its spectral radius.
(ii) There exists a positive eigenvector for its spectral radius.
(iii) ρ(A) increases when any entry of A increases.
(iv) ρ(A) is a simple eigenvalue of A.
Finally, we collect twomore theorems that are finite dimensional versions of corresponding results
which hold in Banach spaces.
Theorem 1.7 [18, Theorem 3.16]. Let X ∈ Rn×n and X  0. Then ρ(X) < 1 if and only if (I − X)−1
exists and (I − X)−1 = ∑∞k=0 Xk  0.
Theorem 1.8 [9, Theorem 25.4]. Suppose that C, B ∈ Rn×n with C  B, B−1 exists and B−1  0. Then
C−1 exists and C−1  0 if and only if CRn+ ∩ int(Rn+) = {0}.
2. Rowmonotonicity
At the outset, we present some new results for row monotone matrices.
Theorem 2.1. For A ∈ Rm×n, we have the following:
(a) If A is row monotone and AA†  0, then A†  0.
(b) If AT is row monotone and A†A  0, then A†  0.
(c) If A is row monotone and A  0, then A†A  0.
Proof. (a): Let x  0 and y = A†x. Then y ∈ R(A†) = R(AT ) andAy = AA†x  0. AsA is rowmonotone,
we have A†x  0.
(b): Replace A by AT in (a).
(c): Since A  0, then ai  0 and ai ∈ R(A) where ai is the ith column of A. Let x = A†ai. Then
x ∈ R(AT ). Now Ax = AA†ai = ai  0. Then A†ai = x  0 for each i, due to the fact that A is row
monotone. Hence A†A  0. 
Theorem 2.2. If A ∈ Rm×n with A†  0, then (ATA)†  0.
Proof. The proof follows by observing that (ATA)† = A†(A†)T . 
Corollary 2.3 [3, Corollary 8]. If A has full-column rank and A†  0, then (ATA)−1  0.
In what follows, we say that a matrix B satisfies B  0 on a subspaceM if Bx  0 for all x ∈ M such
that x  0.
Lemma 2.4. Let A ∈ Rm×n. Then A is row monotone if and only if A†  0 on R(A).
Proof. Let u ∈ R(A), u  0 and y = A†u. Then y ∈ R(AT ) and Ay = AA†u = u  0. By row
monotonicity of A, we have y = A†u  0. Hence A†  0 on R(A). Conversely, let u = Ay  0 and
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y ∈ R(AT ). Then u ∈ R(A). Since A†  0 on R(A), we have y = A†Ay = A†u  0, showing that A is row
monotone. 
Nowwe present some existing characterizations of rowmonotone matrices. These are well known
[3]. However, we have given simpler proofs for the first two statements.
Theorem 2.5. For A ∈ Rm×n, we have the following:
(a) A is row monotone if and only if Ax  0 implies A†Ax  0.
(b) If A and AT are both row monotone, and A  0, then A†  0.
(c) If A†  0, then A and AT are both row monotone.
(d) A is row monotone if and only if A is {1, 4}-monotone.
(e) AT is row monotone if and only if A is {1, 3}-monotone.
Proof. We refer to [4] for (d) and (e).
(a): Suppose that A is row monotone and Ax  0. Set y = A†Ax. Then Ay = AA†Ax = Ax  0 and
y ∈ R(A†) = R(AT ). It follows that A†Ax = y  0. Conversely, suppose that Ax  0 implies A†Ax  0.
Let x ∈ R(AT ), so we have A†Ax = x. Thus if Ax  0, then x  0.
(b): Proof 1: We will use Theorem 2.1(a). So we show that AA†  0. Let u  0 and y = AA†u. Then
y ∈ R(A), and ATy = ATAA†u = AT (AA†)Tu = (AA†A)Tu = ATu  0 since A  0 and u  0. Now,
AA†  0 follows from AT being row monotone. By Theorem 2.1(a), we then have A†  0.
Proof 2: Let w  0 and v = A†w. Then v ∈ R(AT ), and by Lemma 1.3, we have w = Av + s where
s ∈ N(AT ). Let p = Av = AA†w. Then p ∈ R(A) and ATp = ATAA†w = AT (AA†)Tw = ATw  0. Row
monotonicity of AT gives AA†w = p  0. Hence Av  0 and v ∈ R(AT ) imply A†w = v  0 as A is row
monotone. Thus, A†  0.
(c): Straight forward. 
The notion of B-splitting introduced by Peris was mentioned in the introduction. Next, we propose
an extension of this, called Brow-splitting.
Definition 2.6. A positive proper splitting A = U − V of A ∈ Rm×n is called a Brow-splitting if it
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) VU†  0, and
(ii) Ax,Ux  0 and x ∈ R(AT ) imply x  0.
Clearly, any B-splitting is a Brow-splitting. There are matrices which allow a Brow-splitting, but not a
B-splitting. Let A ∈ Rm×n with all entries 1. Set U = 2A and V = A. Then A†  0 and U† = 1
2
A†  0.
By (c) of Theorem 2.5, A is rowmonotone, and so the last condition for a Brow-splitting is satisfied (even
without the assumption Ux  0). Hence A = U − V is a Brow-splitting.
We now present new characterizations for row monotone matrices, one of which includes the
Brow-splitting. This extends a corresponding result characterizing the pseudo monotonicity of A [12].
Theorem 2.7. Let A ∈ Rm×n. Suppose that R(A) ∩ int(Rm+) = φ. Consider the following statements:
(a) A is {1, 4}-monotone.
(b) A is row monotone.
(c) Rm+ ∩ R(A) ⊆ ARn+.
(d) There exists x0 ∈ Rn+ such that Ax0 ∈ int(Rm+).
Then, we have (a) ⇔ (b) ⇒ (c) ⇒ (d).
Suppose that A has a Brow-splitting. Then each of the above is equivalent to the following:
(e) ρ(VU†) < 1.
Proof. (a) ⇔ (b): Follows from Theorem 2.5, (d).
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(b) ⇒ (c): Let p ∈ Rm+ ∩ R(A) and q = A†p. Then q ∈ R(AT ) and Aq = AA†p = p  0. Hence
q ∈ Rn+ by (b). Thus p = Aq ∈ ARn+.
(c) ⇒ (d): Let u0 ∈ int(Rm+) ∩ R(A). Then there exists x0 ∈ Rn+ such that u0 = Ax0. Thus
Ax0 ∈ int(Rm+).
(d) ⇒ (e): Since A has a Brow-splitting, so we have U  0, V  0, VU†  0, R(A) = R(U) and
N(A) = N(U). Set C = I − VU† and B = I. Then C  B, B−1 exists and B−1  0. We show that
there exists a vector w0 ∈ Rm+ such that Cw0 ∈ int(Rm+). It would then follow from Theorem 1.8 that
C−1 exists and C−1  0. By (d), there exists x0 ∈ Rn+ such that Ax0 ∈ int(Rm+). Set w0 = Ux0. Then
w0 = Ax0 + Vx0. Since V  0 and x0 ∈ Rn+, so Vx0 ∈ Rm+ which in turn implies w0 ∈ Rm+. Also
Cw0 = (I − VU†)w0 = (I − VU†)Ux0 = (U − V)x0 = Ax0 ∈ int(Rm+). Thus (I − VU†)−1 = C−1  0.
By Theorem 1.7, it now follows that ρ(VU†) < 1.
(e) ⇒ (b): Suppose that Ax  0. We demonstrate that Ux  0. It would then yield from the
hypotheses that x  0. Let p = Ax  0. Then Ux = (I − VU†)−1Ax = (I − VU†)−1p  0.
Since ρ(VU†) < 1 and VU†  0, it follows from Theorem 1.7 that, I − VU† is invertible and that
(I − VU†)−1  0. Hence Ux  0, as was required to prove. 
The next result is motivated by Theorem 1.1. The conditions are almost similar, except for N(U) ⊆
N(A), below.
Theorem 2.8. Let 0 = A ∈ Rm×n be row monotone. If A = U − V is a positive pseudo sub-proper
splitting with U = 0 and N(U) ⊆ N(A), then there exist 0 = x ∈ Rn+ ∩ R(AT ), μ ∈ [0, 1) such that
Vx = μUx.
Proof. Let A = U − V be a positive pseudo sub-proper splitting. Then U  0, V  0 and R(U) ⊆
R(A). Let y = A†ui, where ui is the ith column of U. Then y ∈ R(AT ), ui  0 and ui ∈ R(A). Now
Ay = AA†ui = ui  0. Then A†ui = y  0 for each i, due to the fact that A is row monotone.
Hence A†U  0. By the Perron–Frobenius theorem, there exist λ  0 and 0 = x ∈ Rn+ such that
A†Ux = λx. If λ = 0, then A†U is nilpotent. Let k be the least positive integer such that (A†U)k = 0.
If k = 1, then A†U = 0, i.e., U = AA†U = 0, a contradiction. So k  2. Let S = (A†U)k−1. Then
R(S) ⊆ R(A†) = R(AT ) ⊆ R(UT ), where the last inclusion follows from N(U) ⊆ N(A) . Also, for any
z ∈ Rn,USz = U(A†U)k−1z = AA†U(A†U)k−1z = A(A†U)kz = 0. Hence Sz ∈ N(U). Thus, Sz = 0 for
all z ∈ Rn, proving that S = 0. However, this contradicts the minimality of k. Hence λ > 0. Clearly,
x ∈ R(AT ). Pre-multiplying by A, we get AA†Ux = λAx = λUx − λVx. Since R(U) ⊆ R(A), we have
AA†Ux = PR(A)Ux = Ux. Thus Vx = λ−1λ Ux, i.e., Vx = μUx with μ = λ−1λ . If λ < 1, then Vx  0.
Since V  0 and x  0, this means that Vx = 0. Consequently, Ux = 0 so that Ax = 0. But x ∈ R(AT ).
So x = 0, a contradiction. Hence λ  1 and so μ ∈ [0, 1). 
The next result shows that the modified version of Problem 1 where, in the conclusion, we only
require that A is row monotone (and not A†  0), has a positive answer for nonnegative matrices.
Theorem 2.9. Let 0 = A ∈ Rm×n with A  0. Suppose that for every semi-positive pseudo sub-proper
splitting A = U − V, there exist 0 = y ∈ Rn+ ∩ R(AT ) andμ ∈ [0, 1) such that Vy = μUy. Then A is row
monotone.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that A is not rowmonotone. Then there exists x ∈ R(AT )
such that Ax  0 and x  0. Set p = Ax. So p ∈ R(A), 0 = p ∈ Rm+ and A†p = A†Ax = x /∈ Rn+. Let r >
0 such that the closed ball B(A†p; r) does not intersectRn+. Then for any α > 0, αB(A†p; r)∩Rn+ = φ.
Consider a decomposition of the form A = U1 − V1 with U1  0 and R(U1) ⊆ R(A). (Such a
decomposition does exist, as A could be taken to be U1.) Define the operatorW : Rn → Rm by
W(x) = l(eTx)p,
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where e = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rn and l is a fixed number such that l > ( 1
r
) ‖A†‖ ‖U1‖. Clearly,W  0
and R(W) ⊆ R(A), since p ∈ R(A). Setting U = U1 + W and V = V1 + W , we have U  0,
R(U) ⊆ R(A) and A = U − V . By the hypotheses, there exist 0 = y0 ∈ Rn+ ∩ R(AT ) and μ ∈ [0, 1)
such that Vy0 = μUy0. Without loss of generality we may assume that eTy0 = 1 (by replacing y0 by
1
eT y0
y0, if necessary), so thatW(y0) = lp. Note that in this case, we have ‖ y0 ‖ 1. Then
Ay0 = Uy0 − Vy0 = (1 − μ)Uy0.
Setting z = Uy0, we have
A†z = A†Uy0 = A†
(
1
1 − μAy
0
)
= 1
1 − μy
0  0.
On the other hand,
A†z = A†Uy0
= A†(U1y0 + Wy0)
= A†(U1y0 + lp)
= A†U1y0 + lA†p
= A†U1y0 + lA†p.
Thus,
‖A†z − lA†p‖ = ‖A†U1y0‖
 ‖A†‖ ‖U1‖ ‖y0‖
 ‖A†‖ ‖U1‖
< rl.
Thus A†z ∈ B(lA†p; rl) = lB(A†p; r), so that A†z /∈ Rn+, a contradiction. 
Remark 2.10. The functional analytic proof of Theorem 2.9 is a modification of the proof of Theorem
3.1, [10] (which deals with conditions in a certain decomposition which guarantee that A†  0),
which holds even for bounded linear operators over normed lattices. In view of this, one could rewrite
Theorem2.9 (and its proof) in the framework of normed lattices. However, thiswill not be our concern
here.
Remark 2.11. Let A =
⎛
⎝ 1 −1
−1 1
⎞
⎠. Then A is row monotone, and U = 0 is the only matrix satisfying
U  0 and R(U) ⊆ R(A). This shows that Problem 2 also has a negative answer. Our next result
provides a partially affirmative answer to Problem 2 in the presence of certain additional conditions.
The proof is once again, amodification of a proof for a similar situation [12]. This result also guarantees
the existence of a Brow-splitting for a certain class of matrices.
Theorem 2.12. Suppose that A is row monotone and R(A) ∩ int(Rm+) = φ for A ∈ Rm×n. Further, let
A†A  0. Then A possesses a Brow-splitting A = U − V with ρ(VU†) < 1.
Proof. Let p ∈ R(A) ∩ int(Rm+) and q ∈ int(Rn+). Set E = pqT ∈ Rm×n. Let y = A†p. Then y ∈
R(A†) = R(AT ). Now Ay = AA†p = p  0 since p ∈ R(A) ∩ int(Rm+). Row monotonicity of A implies
A†p = A†Ay = y  0. If y = 0 then p ∈ N(AT ) ∩ R(A), so that p = 0, a contradiction. Thus y = 0.
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For α > 0, define W = 1
α+qTA†pEA
†. So W ∈ Rm×m and qTA†p > 0. Note that R(W) ⊆ R(A). Let
λ = 0 satisfy Wu = λu. Then 1
α+qTA†ppq
TA†u = λu which implies λu = βp with β = qTA†u
α+qTA†p .
We now have β = βqTA†p
λ(α+qTA†p) and so 0 < λ = q
TA†p
α+qTA†p < 1. Hence ρ(W) < 1. So (I − W)−1
exists and (I − W)−1 = ∑∞k=0 Wk . Using induction, it can be shown thatWk+1 = λkW , k  1. Also
(I − W)−1A = A + 1
1−λWA = A + 1α EA†A. Now, we choose α and n such that 1α  η > max|aij|,
where A = (aij). Then −A  ηE. Post-multiplying by A†A  0, we then have ηEA†A  −AA†A = −A
and so (I − W)−1A = A + 1
α
EA†A  A + ηEA†A  0. Set U = (I − W)−1A and V = WU. Then
U  0. Let x0 ∈ R(U); x0 = Uy0. Then (I − W)x0 = Ay0. Since R(W) ⊆ R(A), so we have x0 ∈ R(A),
and then R(U) ⊆ R(A). Also rank A = rank U as (I − W)−1A = U. Hence R(A) = R(U). Again
(I − W)−1A = U implies that N(A) = N(U). Let y = A†ui, where ui is the ith column of U. Then
y ∈ R(AT ), ui  0 and ui ∈ R(A). Now Ay = AA†ui = ui  0. Hence A†ui = y  0 for each i,
due to the fact that A is row monotone. So A†U  0 and then V = WU = 1
α+qTA†pEA
†U  0. Thus,
A = (I − W)U = U − WU = U − V is a positive proper splitting. Also, R(WT ) ⊆ R(A) = R(U) gives
UU†WT = WT . So W = WUU† = VU†  0. Since A is row monotone, Ax  0 and x ∈ R(AT ) imply
x  0. So the second condition of Brow-splitting holds trivially. Finally, sinceW = VU† it then follows
that ρ(VU†) < 1. 
We now show that the condition R(A) ∩ int(Rm+) = φ in the theorem above cannot be dropped.
Example 2.13. Let A =
⎛
⎝−1 0
1 0
⎞
⎠. Then A is row monotone and A†A  0. Also R(A) ∩ int(R2+) = φ.
If U is required to satisfy U  0 and R(U) ⊆ R(A), then U = 0. In this case R(U) = R(A). So A does
not have a Brow-splitting.
The next two examples show that the converse of Theorem 2.12 is not true.
Example 2.14. Let A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
2 −1 0
−1 2 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠. Then A is row monotone. Set U =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
2 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ and V =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . Thus A = U − V is a Brow-splitting. We have A†A  0 but R(A) ∩ int(R3+) = φ.
Example 2.15. Let A =
⎛
⎝ 1 −1 2
1 2 −1
⎞
⎠. Then A is row monotone. Set U =
⎛
⎝ 2 0 2
2 2 0
⎞
⎠ and V =
⎛
⎝ 1 1 0
1 0 1
⎞
⎠. Thus A = U − V is a Brow-splitting. We have R(A) ∩ int(R2+) = φ but A†A  0.
3. Range monotonicity
Recall that A ∈ Rn×n is said to be range monotone if Ax  0 and x ∈ R(A) imply x  0. A well
known relationship between group inverse and range monotonicity is given first. We provide a proof
for the sake of completeness.
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Theorem 3.1 [15, Theorem 4]. A real square matrix A of order n is range monotone if and only if A# exists
and is nonnegative on R(A).
Proof. Let y ∈ Rn be such that A2y = 0 and z = Ay. We then have z ∈ R(A) and Az = A2y  0.
So z  0 follows from the range monotonicity of A. Similarly, −z  0. Thus N(A) = N(A2), and
then A# exists. Again let x  0 and x ∈ R(A). Then x = Ar for some r ∈ Rn. Consider u = A#x:
u = A#x = A#Ar. So u ∈ R(A#) = R(A). Also Au = AA#x = AA#Ar = Ar = x  0. Then the range
monotonicity of A implies u  0. Hence A# is nonnegative on R(A).
Conversely, let x ∈ R(A) such that Ax  0. Then x = Az for some z ∈ Rn, and Ax ∈ R(A). So, by
hypothesis we have A#Ax  0. But A#Ax = A#AAz = Az = x  0. 
Remark 3.2. Alongsimilar lines it canbeshownthatA# exists andA#  0 if andonly ifAx ∈ Rn++N(A)
and x ∈ R(A) imply x  0, a well known result of Berman and Plemmons [4].
Theorem 3.3. A real square matrix A is range monotone if and only if AT is range monotone.
Proof. Clearly it is sufficient to prove that AT is range monotone if A is range monotone. By Theorem
3.1, A# exists and is nonnegative on R(A). Again by Theorem 3.1, the range monotonicity of AT follows
from the fact that (AT )# exists (A# exists if and only if (AT )# exists) and is nonnegative on R(AT ). The
proof of the nonnegativity of (AT )# on R(AT ) is very similar to the proof of nonnegativity of (A)# on
R(A) as in Theorem 3.1. 
In the next result we collect some properties of range monotone matrices. The proofs are similar
to the corresponding results in Section 2, and hence are omitted.
Theorem 3.4. For A ∈ Rn×n, we have the following:
(a) A is range monotone if and only if Ax  0 implies A#Ax  0.
(b) If A is range monotone and AA#  0, then A#  0.
(c) If A is range monotone and A  0, then A#  0 and AA#  0.
Below, we state some more characterizations of range monotonicity. The proofs are analogous to
the Moore–Penrose inverse case.
Theorem 3.5. Let 0 = A ∈ Rn×n be range monotone. If A = U − V is a positive proper splitting, then
there exist 0 = x ∈ Rn+ ∩ R(A), μ ∈ [0, 1) such that Vx = μUx.
Theorem 3.6. Let 0 = A ∈ Rn×n with A  0 and A# exists. Suppose that for every semi-positive pseudo
sub-proper splitting A = U − V, there exist 0 = y ∈ Rn+ ∩ R(A) and μ ∈ [0, 1) such that Vy = μUy.
Then A is range monotone.
We present another extension of B-splitting called as Bran-splitting which is similar to the Brow-
splitting and is defined as follows:
Definition 3.7. A positive proper splitting A = U − V of A ∈ Rn×n is called as Bran-splitting if it
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) U# exists and VU#  0, and
(ii) Ax,Ux  0 and x ∈ R(A) imply x  0.
Theorem 3.8. Let A ∈ Rn×n. Suppose R(A) ∩ int(Rn+) = φ. Consider the following statements.
(a) A is range monotone.
(b) Rn+ ∩ R(A) ⊆ ARn+.
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(c) There exists x0 ∈ Rn+ such that Ax0 ∈ int(Rn+).
Then, we have (a) ⇒ (b) ⇒ (c).
Suppose that A has a Bran-splitting. Then each of the above is equivalent to the following.
(d) ρ(VU#) < 1.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that A is range monotone and R(A) ∩ int(Rn+) = φ for A ∈ Rn×n. Further, let
A#A  0. Then A possesses a Bran-splitting with ρ(VU#) < 1.
The fact that A is rangemonotone and A#A  0, imply A# exists and A#  0. So, the theorem above
is analogous to [12, Theorem 4.6]. Next, we present two results for the group inverse case which are
similar to the corresponding results for the Moore–Penrose inverse [3, Corollaries 3 and 5].
Theorem 3.10. If 0 = A ∈ Rn×n, A# exists and R(A)∩Rn+ = {0}, then A is range monotone and A#  0.
Proof. Since A# exists and R(A) ∩ Rn+ = {0}, then N(A) + Rn+ = Rn. We will show that A is
range monotone by contradiction. So, suppose that A# exists and A#  0. Then, by Remark 3.2, Ax ∈
Rn+ + N(A) and x ∈ R(A) imply x  0. This means that x ∈ R(A) implies x  0 which is impossible
as A = 0. Hence A#  0. Moreover, the only x which satisfies Ax  0 and x ∈ R(A) is x = 0. So A is
range monotone. 
A real squarematrix A is called anM-matrix if A = sI−B, s > 0, B  0 and s  ρ(B). If s = ρ(B),
then it is a singular M-matrix. The matrix A given in Remark 2.11 is range monotone, and A#  0 by
the above theorem. Also, it is a singularM-matrix with s = ρ(B) = 1. In this case A# = 1
4
A. The next
result deals with a general situation.
Theorem 3.11. If 0 = A ∈ Rn×n, A# exists, and A = sI − B with s = ρ(B), B  0 and B irreducible,
then A#  0.
Proof. In this case N(A) = {x|Bx = sx}. Since B  0 and B irreducible, then by the Perron–Frobenius
theorem we have an eigenvector x > 0 corresponding to ρ(B). So N(A) = {αx|x > 0, α ∈ R}. Thus
N(A) + Rn+ = Rn. So we have R(A) ∩ Rn+ = {0}. Hence Theorem 3.10 implies A#  0. 
In connectionwith Theorem3.11, let us recall the result for the invertible case: If A ∈ Rn×n satisfies
A = sI − B for some B  0, then A−1 exists and A−1  0 if and only if s > ρ(B).
4. Decompositions of generalized inverses
Berman and Plemmons [3] showed that A is row monotone if and only if the system YA = A†A,
Y  0 has a solution Y . Using this result, Plemmons [16] established that A is row monotone if and
only if there exists K and L with K  0 and LA = 0 such that A† = K − L. Rewriting, we have the
following:
Theorem 4.1. Let A ∈ Rm×n. Then A is row monotone if and only if A† = K − L where K  0 and
R(A) ⊆ N(L).
We remark that this result is rather unusual in the sense that A satisfies certain monotonicity
condition whereas the characterization is about A† and not explicitly about A. In the next theorem,
we derive similar results for the case of pseudo monotonicity of A, range monotonicity of A and group
monotonicity of A.
Theorem 4.2. (i) Let A ∈ Rm×n. Then, A†  0 if and only if A† = K − L where K  0 and R(KT ) ⊆
R(A) ⊆ N(L).
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(ii) Let A ∈ Rn×n. Then, range monotonicity of A is equivalent to: A# exists and A# = K − L with K  0
and R(A) ⊆ N(L).
(iii) Let A ∈ Rn×n. Then, A# exists and A#  0 if and only if A# = K − L where K  0, N(A) ⊆ N(K)
and R(A) ⊆ N(L).
Proof. We prove (i) and (ii). The proof of (iii) is similar to (ii).
(i) In [3, p. 157], it is shown that the statement A†  0 is equivalent to the following: YA = A†A,
Y = XAT and Y  0. Nowwe set K = Y and L = K − A†. Then K  0, whereas the inclusion R(KT ) ⊆
R(A) follows from the fact that K = XAT . Moreover, LA = (K − A†)A = KA− A†A = YA− A†A = 0, so
that R(A) ⊆ N(L).
(ii) By Theorem 3.1, A# exists. From the definition of rangemonotonicity, we have Ax  0, x ∈ R(A)
imply x  0. This is equivalent to: A2u  0 implies Au  0. This is equivalent to: A2u  0, 〈u, ATei〉 =
〈Au, ei〉 < 0 has no solution u for any i, where ei is the ith column of the identity matrix. By Farkas
lemma, it then follows that the range monotonicity of A is equivalent to: (A2)T z = ATei, z  0 has a
solution for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Let zi be a solution for each i, and Z be the matrix whose ith column
is zi. Then (A2)TZ = AT , i.e., ZTA2 = A. Post-multiplying by A#, we have ZTA = AA# which in turn
yields YA = A#A with Y = ZT  0. Set K = Y and L = K − A#. Then K  0 and LA = 0, as before.
Thus R(A) ⊆ N(L). 
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